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In 2010, playing on stereotypes of the “macho” and
the most famous icons Italianism, Master Group says
it’s Italian allure: beyond any fashion or artifice it’s
the fascination that we read in the eyes of others... So
allure as a fascination, allure as a suggestion, as seduction. The all Italian allure of hospitality, elegance,
luxury accommodations that distinguishes the special
category Master Group has selected the launch of its
catalog Incoming Italy.
The year 2011 opens with
Incoming Italy Special Edition, special edition of
the previous catalog Incoming. This latest version,
richer in its content, is dedicated exclusively to luxury
Hotels and Resorts to, for stays and incentives of refined luxury, aimed at the most demanding customers.
The environments most wanted, services and comfort
in style and unique architectural features: historic residences, styles indigenous peoples in multiform cultural complex of various Italian regions; to the forms
of modern and contemporary. A luxury travel in the
most beautiful and unusual locations ... Italy told by
Master Group.
Welcome to Italy
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the charm of the south

Calabria

Porto Pirgos hotel * * * * *
Parghelia (Vibo Valentia)
On one of the most enchanting stretches
of the Calabrian coast, the Porto Pirgos is
a small and unpretentiously peaceful hotel set by the sea among lush eucalyptus,
olive and bouganvillea. The complex has
been converted from an old patrician residence and the decor is a blend of the old
and new, the 18 rooms are well furnished
with antiques alongside terracotta works
by local craftsmen. All have magnificently
styled marble bathrooms and a private terrace each air-conditioning, TV, fridge-bar,
safe and independent furnished balcony.
The old-England porcelain bathrooms are
beautiful, and the elegant mauve-green tapestry, the refined flowery bedcovers and the

antique brass beds are arranged differently
from room to room. The hotel offers different services to satisfy the needs of its guests,
such us: big swimming-pool inside the park
and swimming-pool on the beach. You can
enjoy the calm of the private beach, eating
directly in the restaurant on the beach. In
addition, the structure offers aesthetic services, transfer services and reservation for
touristic excursions. The hotel preserves
its Spanish-style traces characterised by the
precious mosaic floor that, today, adorns the
inside dining room, and the colonnade of its
terraces which are open dining rooms with a
fantastic view of the sea, and which give to
the hotel the romantic taste of the “relais”.
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Panta Rei hotel * * * * *
Parghelia (Vibo Valentia)
The hotel was created at the very edge of
the Tyrhennian Sea on the jagged coastline of the Calabria region referred to as the
Coast of the Gods. The hotel complex is
immersed in a sea of umbrella pines and
Mediterranean vegetation extending down
to the edge of the sea. It is right here in this
small bay with its dramatic cliffs created by
nature, where sand and rocks alternate in a
game of light, colour and form, and where
once an ancient tuna fishing centre thrived.
The architecture of the structure was conceived with full respect to both this magic
wonder of nature and the simple people
of the sea characteristics, as well as to offering guests all of today’s modern comforts.

Within this luxurious residence there are 4
suites and 17 double guestrooms, decorated
with elegant but simple antiques furnitures.
Each room includes a dressing room, independent air conditioning, television, minibar, safe box, and large terrace overlooking
the breathtaking coastline. A spacious dining
room with a spectacular view, opens out
onto a large terrace. The large windows and
antique brick floors warm up the ambience
with their natural multi-colours. The vaulted
wood ceiling recalls the characteristic traditions of this particular section of the Calabrian coast. The hotel has swimming pool
with bar outside in the garden and a gameroom.
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Puglia

Le Alcove Luxury Resort * * * * *
Alberobello (Bari)
In the Capital of the Trulli, Alberobello
(Bari) World Heritage of UNESCO, is located the Alcove Trulli in a charming resort in
the city’s main square. With its central location, Le Alcove nei Trulli is within easy reach
of most tourist attractions and business addresses in Alberobello. A careful restoration
gave back youth to “chianche” of roofs and
white walls of its trulli, creating one of the
most striking references of Valley d’Itria.
The strategic location of the resort, the comfort of the 9 exclusive rooms, free Internet
access, the quality of the services and a refined breakfast made with local products, including organic product, will guarantee high
quality of your relaxation in harmony with

the architectural forms unique in the world
of the trulli of Le Alcove. Unique, exclusive
furnished, all rooms at Le Alcove are made
with the white stone of the local territory,
are all equipped with the latest technologies
for maximum comfort. Each guestroom is
fully equipped with non smoking rooms, air
conditioning, bathrobes, desk, hair dryer. To
suit guests’ convenience, this Alberobello
accommodation offers laundry service/dry
cleaning, safety deposit boxes, WiFi , car
park. The hotel provides a warm and welcoming service of international standard. All
hotel’s guestrooms have all the conveniences
expected in a hotel in its class to suit guests’
utmost comforts.
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Il Palmento * * * *
Locorotondo (Bari)
The residential hotel “Il Palmento” is a picturesque village of about thirty trulli, own
buildings of the Apulian landscape, known
worldwide for their unique architectural lines. Among the most rare expressions of regional Italian architecture, they are characterized by cone-shaped roofs and extremely
thick walls for better indoor climate. After
a careful restoration carried out respecting
the ancient shapes and the original materials,
the complex now offers elegant and refined
suites provided with every comfort but, remarking the traditional style of the environment with its typical furnitures. Il Palmento
has 12 Suites from 2 to 5 places bed, furnished with taste and with extreme care and

refinement of details, endowed with private
services, telephone, sat TV, hairdryer, safety
box, mini bar, heating, service in room to
application. Il Palmento has a comfortable
restaurant offering the delicious specialities
of the Apulian cuisine, where the scents of
the sea blend with the fresh taste of vegetables, the extraordinary olive oil, the fragrance of the bread and the regional pasta, the
“orecchiette”, accompanied by an excellent
wine, which is the pride of this community
of vintners. Among the hotel’s facilities the
bar is built inside the former millstone that
gives the complex its name, a building once
used for the treading of the grapes and the
production of the wine.
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Campania

Grand Hotel Vesuvio * * * * *
Naples
The end of the 19th century saw profound
transformations of the urban physiognomy
of the city. In this stimulating atmosphere of renewal, a Belgian financier, Oscar du
Mesnil, with his wife in Naples, he became
fascinated by the city and decided to build a
new waterfront hotel on the height of beauty.
He was born in 1882 so the “Grand Hôtel du
Vesuvius”. A hotel of luxury and refinement
that becomes the destination for international tourists arrived in Naples at the time: the
Queen Victoria of Sweden, the french writer
Guy de Maupassant, the illustrious President
Einaudi and his wife, Rainier of Monaco
and Grace Kelly, King Gustav of Sweden,
Rita Haywort, Errol Flynn, Gina Lollobrigi-

da, Nobel prize Rita Levi Montalcini just to
mention some, but many others make the
hotel an international reference for who desire a luxurious stay in Naples. In conclusion
we cannot forget about the G7 summit in
‘94. The hotel is built over 9 floors. The 160
rooms are elegant and luxury and all with
sea view. Beds or cots are available for children up to 2 years. Are available rooms for
disabled people. The hotel has two restaurants the “Caruso roof Garden” and “Verdi”, two bars “La Vesuvietta” and Caruso
Cocktail Lounge, Fitness area, relaxing area
with deck available, Spa , indoor swimming
pool, beach. Small pets allows, Credit Card
accepted, safe, fee room service.
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NH Ambassador hotel * * * *
Naples
The NH Ambassador is the tallest hotel in
Italy, located in the historic heart of Naples;
in its 30 floors you can find 13 splendid junior suites, all overlooking the Naples Gulf.
Guests on this floor can also enjoy a specialized speedy check-in and check-out facility,
VIP treatment, breakfast in bed, welcome
gift and complimentary mini bar. The Hotel’s
meeting center is complete with 6 ‘modular’
style rooms all with natural light and the
most up to date technology. The hotel is the
ideal place to hold any type of event, which
will be supported by our dedicated team of
professionals. The hotel offers five types of
bedrooms, you can choose among standard,
deluxe, superior, and executive rooms and

junior suite. The standard rooms overlooking the Gulf of Naples, are decorated with
essential furnishings. While the junior suite
is the most spacious and most exclusive
room of the hotel, with walls made of glass
to enjoy the best view on the Gulf of Naples. It has a living room separated from the
bedroom. The 6 meeting rooms can easily
be converted into any shape or size thanks
to the modular style furniture. This gives
them a capacity from 5 to 230 people, making it ideal for work meetings that require a
relaxed but still professional atmosphere. La
Loggetta is the elegant restaurant, with balcony and hall serving a mixture of local and
international dishes.
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NH Grand Hotel Convento * * * * *
Amalfi
Housed in a 12th century monastery featuring a 13th-century Norman-Arab cloister,
the Grand Hotel Convento di Amalfi is
found on the “Loggia” and the “Passeggiata
dei Monaci” (panoramic walk overlooking
the amazing Costiera Amalfitana; probably
the most painted views in the world).The
Grand Hotel Convento di Amalfi has been
totally refurbished and harmoniously blends
modern comforts with the hotel’s historic
past. It seems suspended in mid-air between
the blue sky and the dark blue sea with its 53
intimate and quiet rooms, suites, panoramic
restaurant, outdoor swimming pool, wellbeing oasis, fitness, tastes and flavor laboratory, private chapel and private parking. The

hotel will be closed from November 2, 2010
to April 1, 2011. There are different types of
rooms : Standard, Deluxe, Superior, Junior
suites. Presidential suites, Junior suites with
sea view. The Rooms have air conditioning,
mini bar, color TV with satellite channels,
internet access, safe, choice of pillows, hairdryer, wake up service, balcony or terrace.
Each room has a style different from the
others. Restaurant, 24-hour room service,
24-hour front desk, safe deposit box, meeting
rooms, parking, outdoor parking, laundry ,
car rental desk, air conditioning, computer
rental, doctor on call, baby sitting, summer
terrace, swimming pool, swimming pool bar,
solarium, Spa, Fitness Center, Gym.
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Grand Hotel Terme di Augusto * * * * *
Lacco Ameno di Ischia (Naples)
In the largest of the islands belonging to the
Flegreo archipelago (also known as “Neapolitan Islands”), the ancient Aenaria, (the
greek name of Ischia, which originate from
the various myths about the origins of the island) you can find one of the most impressive
hotels of the island; surrounded by flowery
gardens and situated in the natural anphitheater of Lacco Ameno, in the northern part
of the Island. Choosing Grand Hotel Terme
di Augusto you find the ideal calmness and
tailor-made wellness for you. Thanks to a
convenient refurbishment, it was conceived
and furnished in order to offer its guests the
best services. Just 50 m far away from the
sea, it offers a free shuttle/ bus service to

and from the harbour of Ischia. Equipped
terraces and a swimming pool for heliotherapy and total solarium, private parking area,
tennis courts, gym and bowl-ground are at
guests disposal. 119 guest rooms with air
condition, safe, minibar, direct telephone,
sat-TV, hairdryer, balcony. The Augustus
Club wellness centre, the “Impero del fitness e del benessere”, furnished with technologically updated equipment and counting on highly qualified professionals, offers
its guests the best fitness and beauty performances. The hotel has two restaurants:
“Cinzia” and “Scilla”, which give a refined
touch to the typical Mediterranean, Italian
and international cuisine.
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Sorriso Thermae & Resort * * * *
Forio d’Ischia (Naples)
A fifty year tradition of welcoming visitors,
a care for every detail, a constant passion in
each day’s work: all of this in a truly unique
setting. The Sorriso Thermae Resort & SPA
is not only the ideal “four star” for a wonderful visit to the island of Ischia, it is a magical
blend of delights, colours and unmistakeable flavours. Overlooking the enchanting
Citara Bay and the Giardini Poseidon, in the
largest municipality on the island of Ischia,
Forio, the Resort and its lushes gardens
around have an atmosphere of elegant luxury. Welcoming and comfortable rooms in
several buildings, five pools with hydromassage: four thermal, two of them covered and
a freshwater pool that is ideal for children, a

new thermal wellness centre & spa offering
a host of treatments, massages and wellness
programmes, three restaurants with the best
local and international gastronomic specialities, an indoor bar and one poolside, splendid terraces high above the sea that have a
breathtaking panorama (whose beach is only
a few minutes away, down a picturesque path
exclusive to our Guests), gym, wi-fi area, internet point and car park, these are just some
of the many amenities which the Sorriso can
offer its Guests. Amidst all this modernity
the Sorriso Thermae Resort & SPA is still
able to boast a precious Ischian tradition of
hospitality, furnished by a constantly attentive family management.
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the center of the ancient cultures

Lazio

Grand Hotel de la Minerve * * * * * L
Rome
The five star luxury Grand Hotel de la Minerve is housed in a magnificent mansion
dating from the 1600’s. Set in Rome’s historical city centre, the hotel overlooks the
Pantheon and is just minutes from Piazza
Navona, the Trevi Fountain and the Spanish
Steps. “La Cesta” Restaurant serves Italian
and international cuisine. During the summer months guests may dine in the spectacular “Roof Garden”, from which the hotel
offers an incomparable view. The hotel satisfies the needs of its demanding clientele,
comes complete with 21st century amenities
and offers 135 Rooms including Superior,
Deluxe, Junior Suites and Suites. All rooms
have ADSL Internet Connection, double

glazing in all rooms, non smoking rooms,
electronic key card security systems, air
conditioning, minibar, satellite and pay TV,
electronic safety box, direct dial telephone
with voicemail, wake up call, large working
desk, hairdryer vanity mirror and bathtub
with shower. A fitness area with cardio-fitness equipment is exclusively available for
guest use. The Grand Hotel de la Minerve
offers a large, elegant room that is the perfect location for prestigious meetings and
banquets and which can cater for up to 130,
together with 4 smaller rooms that are ideal
for meetings catering for 10 to 25 people,
while highly competent staff and state of
the art equipment.
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Exedra hotel * * * * * L
Rome
A magnificent square with the ancient Roman ruins of the Diocletian Baths and the
Basilica degli Angeli designed by Michelangelo sets the stage for the stately white marble palazzo from the 19th century that appears in all of its splendor: the luxury hotel
Exedra. The breathtaking beauty of this superb 5 star luxury hotel in the heart of Rome
with 240 rooms, 2 exclusive restaurants, a
marvelous rooftop terrace with pool and a
modern business center is beyond compare.
The hotel offers 12 junior suites, 3 executive
suites and presidential suites. Each suite has
its own dining room, living room, a private
bar with a selection of wines and drinks. The
hotel gives you several unique opportunities

to let your appointments and meetings leave
their mark. The Exedra’s Business Center is
a unique blend of history, with excavations
of ancient Roman walls in full view, and the
future, with its four modern meeting rooms
that offer state-of-the-art technology and
can accommodate from 20 to 200 persons.
Add to that the impeccable service of the
efficient staff and you realize that you’ve uncovered a real treasure. The success of your
meeting or special event is guaranted, especially if the Istituto Superiore Arti Culinarie
Etoile is in charge of the catering service.
The Boscolo Hotel Exedra of Rome boasts
an exclusive wellness centre connected via a
private lift to the splendid roof pool.
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Palace Via Veneto hotel * * * * * L
Rome
Boscolo Palace Via Veneto Roma is the perfect choice for those who want to experience Rome’s more refined side. The location
of the luxury hotel is enviable: here, one
breathes the elegant air of Via Veneto, in
the heart of the historic centre, just a short
walk from Piazza di Spagna and Villa Borghese. The Hotel will reopen in September
2010, completely renovated by Italo Rota’s
project. All the 94 guestrooms are decorated
in classic Italian style and come with an array of modern amenities to make your stay
a pleasing one. The business centre of the
hotel has 4 well-equipped halls, differentiated in function of organizational needs and
has a capacity to accommodate from 25 to

160 people. Enjoy an unforgettable stay to
live intensely your anniversary, honeymoon
or romantic escape. You can also spent a holiday full of taste. A visit to a conventional
farm or winery or an old artisan workshop
to taste the wines and local products. The
hotel offers a perfect stay for the whole family, too. A baby sitter will take care of your
child to give you relax for some hours of sightseeing. Luminous and elegant spaces, the
ideal setting for a cuisine that can enhance
the pleasures of dining. Italian and international menus, traditional and local dishes, all
served with care and courtesy. Also, available on the terrace or in the outdoor dining
area on Via Veneto.
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Aleph hotel * * * * * L
Rome
Enter the 5 star hotel Aleph and you’ll be
immediately caught up in a red-tinged vortex
full of delicious sensations, striking contrasts, stunning details and sensual luxury. The
96 rooms in the Aleph, which include 24 deluxe rooms, 4 junior suites and 2 charming
executive suites are a dramatic combination
of eclectic Italian style from the Thirties and
Forties and sleek minimalist design. Using
architect Adam D. Tihany’s words the Aleph
hotel can be described as “not a place to stay
but rather a mental state”. You’ll find true
paradise in the luxurious Spa, and surrender
to the tempting treats served above in the
Sin restaurant and Angelo Bar. With its heavenly ‘azure’ atmosphere that counters the

red hues of the eccentric and fascinating design of the hall, the Paradise SPA of the Boscolo Hotel Aleph is an oasis of relaxation
in the heart of Rome. Once a stately bank,
the building has been lavishly remodeled to
become the perfect scenario for your highprofile meetings and business appointments
in Rome. The state-of-the-art technologies
and flawless service you’ll find in the striking
Conference Room, which can accommodate over 70 persons, will turn even the most
devilishly complex meeting into a heavenly
opportunity for success. Wine and dine your
clients in the chic Sin restaurant and elegant
Red Library, and you’ll be mixing business
with pleasure.
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Borromini hotel * * * *
Rome
The Hotel B4 Roma Borromini is a Boscolo first class hotel located in the heart of
Rome’s prestigious residential quarter of
Parioli, a short walk from Villa Borghese,
from the National Gallery of Modern Art
and from Via Veneto. The luxury Hotel B4
Roma Borromini unites timeless elegance
and contemporary style to create a warm and
exclusive atmosphere, a genuine pleasure to
return to after a tiring tour of the city or
a hard day’s work. The area, quiet and refined, is close to the centre of Rome far from
the more crowded routes, ideal destination
for those who find themselves in Rome for
work, as well as for those who’d like to get
to know the Eternal City from a new pers-

pective. You will enjoy 84 rooms come in
three styles: the classic, the especially ample
deluxe and 6 junior suites, with dayroom and
separate bedroom, hydro massage tube and
a king- size bed. The elegantly retro décor of
the lobby creates a sophisticated atmosphere
that’s perfect for sipping a drink from the
cocktail bar while planning your holiday in
Rome or your conference presentation. Just
outside the hotel, a gracious patio provides a
comfortably verdant background for a moment of rest. The Business Center consists
in 3 modular halls that can be used separately or as a single space with a capacity of up
to 330 people, making it ideal for congresses
and conferences.
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Umbria

Abbazia San Pietro in Valle * * * *
Ferentillo (Terni)
The Abbey was built in the eighth century by
Faroaldo II Duke of Spoleto. It’s sits softly
on a plateau on Mount Solemn, 365 metres
above the sea level and it is completely surrounded by the thick and luxurious vegetation that covers all the Nera Valley. The hotel
has 19 double rooms and 2 suites and it can
accommodate up to 50 persons. Charming
rooms mostly derive from the old cells where
the Benedictine monks of the abbey used to
live, or from the lodge, and every room is
different from the other: some rooms have
a fireplace, others wooden shelves and niches, built-in wardrobes, lobbies or loopholes.
You can choose between different types of
rooms located in various areas of the Abbey:

“guardahouse”, which are comfortable and
cozy rooms; “Guest”, intimate and secluted;
“Cloister”, sober with attention to deatails;
“Family Suite”, suitable for families; “Abbot
Suite”, certainly the most beautiful and precious rooms of Abbey. San Pietro in Valle
Abbey is the ideal place to relax and take care
of your wellbeing, a place where you can get
rid of every day stress, finding health, energy and harmony. The hotel offers a whole
wing of the abbey for your relax. On request
the hotel offers a regenerating Finish sauna,
as well as a relaxing mini pre-heated pool
with hydro massage for 4 persons. The specialized team will take care of you and your
psycho-physical wellbeing.
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Toscana

Four Seasons Hotel Firenze * * * * *
Florence
In the hush of a centuries-old, 11 acre private garden, the largest in Florence, with
winding paths, fountains and outdoor seating, Four Seasons Hotel Firenze is a city resort, just minutes away from Michelangelo’s
“David”. The 116 sun-filled guest rooms
and suites – no two alike – located in both
the 15th Century Palazzo Della Gherardesca and the 16th Century former convent
reflect the rich architectural history. Many
suites feature original frescoes, friezes and
hand-painted sculptured reliefs – blending
Renaissance artistry with high-tech comfort.
The accommodations are bright and airy,
warmed by a melange of warm Tuscan yellows and greens. The Hotel is located in the

historic centre of the city, walking distance
to its famous architectural beauties as well
as the elegant shopping street Via de’ Tornabuoni. The Hotel offers one of the city’s
most sought-after dining experiences. Imaginative menus focus on modern interpretations of Italian cuisine are presented with
Four Seasons flair in the Hotel’s restaurant,
bars and through In-Room Dining (available
24 hours a day), as well as at banquets and
special events. The only hotel in the heart of
Florence with an on-site spa and an outdoor
swimming pool, Four Seasons Hotel Firenze
is pleased to offer an exceptional experience
for the mind, body and spirit – an oasis of
calm in the heart of the city.
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B4 Astoria * * * *
Florence
In choosing Florence, you’ve chosen to immerse yourself completely in the art and
beauty of the Italian Renaissance. That’s
why the Boscolo 4 Star Hotel Astoria is the
ideal choice for your stay. You’ll be accommodated in the rooms of the Palazzo Gaddi
and Palazzo Arrighetti, historic buildings of
the Florentine nobility. It has 98 rooms. You
can opt for the comfortable warmth of a
classic, or for the more spacious deluxe, with
a view of the Duomo. The 7 junior suites
have separate sleeping and a dayroom. The
prestigious conference rooms, decorated in
the Florentine Baroque style, are the perfect
backdrop for important events. Five halls
with capacities ranging from 30 to 110. In

the splendid Festival Room you’ll find an atmosphere of great theatrical impact: decorations inspired by the sciences and the virtues,
antique arms and armour. All the meeting
rooms are equipped with video projectors,
amplification, microphones and an ADSL
connection. For more specific needs, feel
free to ask us for a custom set-up.The nobility of the Boscolo luxury Hotel Astoria is
also reflected in its location: the church of
Santa Maria Novella, abounding in great art,
is right nearby, and a short stroll will take
you directly to Florence’s historic centre.
An undeniable advantage that puts the most
beautiful areas of the city right at your fingertips.
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NH Porta Rossa * * * *
Florence
NH Porta Rossa is a distinguished piece of
Florence’s history built in the 12th century
and one of the oldest hotels in Italy. The hotel is perfectly located in the pedestrianized
historical center, just a few steps from Florence’s main attractions, such as the Duomo,
Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio and the
Uffizi Gallery hearth of the Italian sixteenth
century’s cultures and arts. The city’s historical center boasts a considerable number of
Renaissance buildings, gardens, churches,
museums, art galleries and ateliers. Florence’s
immense artistic heritage includes some of
the world’s most important art masterpieces.
NH Porta Rossa is a perfect balance between the luxury of a past age and modern

comforts. Past and present, tradition and innovation symbolize the hotel’s history. As a
result of the recent renovation, NH Porta
Rossa has now recreated its former beauty.
All furniture and facilities have been carefully chosen to create a friendly and welcoming atmosphere. NH Porta Rossa also incorporates the Monalda Tower, a wonderful
12th-century tower with a staircase leading
to spectacular views over the beauty of the
cityscape. The hotel’s 72 rooms, combining
classic and stylish furniture with a fascinating historical atmosphere, are guaranteed to
ensure that guests will enjoy an authentic
stay. All the rooms are unique, and some are
even endowed with magnificent frescos.
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Resort & Spa Poggio alla Sala* * * *
Montepulciano (Siena)
The prestige of a late eighteenth-century
structure, built on the map of an ancient
farm in the heart of the production area of
Vino Nobile in Montepulciano. The Poggio Alla Sala Resort & Spa is in vicinity to
Vinoteca Terra Toscana, Tempio di San Biagio, Sarteano, San Casciano dei Bagni and
Cetona. An unforgettable stay in Poggio alla
Sala is provided by multiple services: laundry services, extensive gardens, a jogging
track, meeting room and conference facilities. Guests can also take a dip in the swimming pool or visit the wellness centre for the
recreational purpose. Elegance and comfort
are the hallmarks of our rooms and suites.
In a style that combines the Tuscan tradition

with innovative and modern furnishings,
Poggio alla Sala proposes a solution for all
needs, from the welcoming Superior Double Room to the exclusive Tower Suite. All
room are equipped with satellite television,
mini bar, modem and wireless internet, hairdryer, air conditioning and telephone. Agape
and Le Grottesque are the two restaurant of
Poggio alla Sala Resort & Spa, included in
the prestigious master’s resort. The Poggio
alla Sala Resort & Spa’s Agape and Le Grottesque Restaurants offer delicious delights in
a relaxing atmosphere, for the guests to feast
on. The type of cuisine adopted reflects the
elegance and simplicity of the Resort, in
perfect Tuscan style.
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NH Grand Hotel Palazzo * * * * *
Livorno
Charming five-star hotel, located in a historical building from the end of the 19th
century. It has 123 rooms, including junior
suites, suites and a royal suite overlooking
the sea, and represents one of the most
exclusive and examples of Italian architecture. NH Grand Hotel Palazzo has more
than one hundred years of glorious history
behind it and it maintains echoes of a distant Belle époque, thanks to the elegance of
the facade and the rooms, which have been
restored and to its original design. Today
is a first-class 5-star hotel, ideal for anyone
looking for style and luxury. Exclusive and
quality services are offered, such as the elegant presidential suite with a little Turkish

bath, that make the hotel right for business
and leisure travelers. The rooms have single
beds, sofa bed, living room, work desk, safe,
internet connection, mini bar, Pay per view,
direct dial telephone line, bathroom with
shower or bath and hairdryer, bathrobes, air
conditioning, wake up service, balcony or
terrace, smoke detectors, fire alarm, American breakfast buffet. Bar cafeteria, terrace
in the attic, breakfast buffet, lounge/bar,
outdoor swimming pool, free parking, bus
parking, WI-FI, reception 24/24, meeting
rooms, air conditioning, meeting facilities,
ramp access, room service, lifts, safe, wake
up service, disabled access, direct dial telephone, solarium, Fitness area.
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the north’s paths

Valle d’Aosta

Mont Blanc hotel * * * * *
La Salle (Aosta)
In the heart of western Alps at the foot of
Mont Blanc, the highest mountain in Europe, awaits a corner of Paradise for your
holidays. The Mont Blanc Hotel Village,
built of stone and wood and designed like a
tiny mountain village, is at 1,040 metres a.s.l.
in Aosta Valley, at the edge of the small village of La Salle. Ideally placed for reaching
the Region’s most important tourist spots
(Aosta and its roman remains, the protected
valleys of the Gran Paradiso National Park,
exclusive Courmayeur, Saint Vincent and its
Casino) and nearby Savoy (Chamonix, cradle
of mountain climbing, elegant Megève, Annecy andits lake). Situated within easy reach
of some of the most important skiing areas

in the western alps, the Mont Blanc Hotel
Village is the perfect place for those wishing
to combine nature and relaxation, sport and
tourism, all the year round. The 40 elegant
and comfortable rooms, all have large terrace
or patio, minibar, sat-TV, pay tv, personal
safe, direct line telephone and internet connection. The outdoor swimming pool, the
hotel’s small ‘square’ and the wellness centre
are exclusive areas where you can relax and
recover your perfect physical condition. The
wellness area includes: reception Herb tea
Bar, outdoor panoramic whirlpool, outdoor
swimming pool, heated indoor swimming
pool with whirlpool, saunas, turkish bath,
roman bath and sensorial showers.
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Chalet Eden * * * *
La Thuile (Aosta)
An unforgettable stay in the unique atmosphere of Chalet Eden, the significant of
the profound rediscovery of men’s report
with nature, the beauty o fan uncontaminated environment, and the taste of real hospitality. Starting from Mr Laurentin, hotellerie
passion has been passed on Stefano and Daniela and their sons Samuele and Mattia. Since 2008 Chalet Eden is completely renewed
and offer our guests a relaxing and charming
stay .Each environment is an example of
creativity and style. The Chalet Eden professionals boast ski teachers from a longtime in
La Thuile and they know very well landscapes and it’s possible to reserve lessons for
hotel’s guests and in collaboration with the

ski school and alpine guides, you can organize walks with rackets, heliskiing off-piste.
Chalet Eden has different types of rooms
: Standard, Junior Suite, Suite, Refuge. The
furbishing, always unique and of great value, colours and materials chosen with great
care and quality fabrics, all give each room
its welcoming and romantic atmosphere.
Each room is equipped with LCD TV,mini
bar, rediffusion, hairdryer, WI-FI free internet connection, courtesy kit. Biorestaurant,
Cave, Spa, shop, meeting room. Chalet Eden
offers a new congress hall, with seating for
75, equipped with the most innovative technologies. It’s a multifunctional, ideal for
meetings, lessons and private parties.
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Lombardia

Exedra hotel * * * * *
Milan
The ever-new Boscolo Exedra Milan gives
rise to a new concept of luxury design hotel.
Located in the heart of Milan’s fashion district, it is an inspired fusion of Italian style,
art and original design, combined with the
renowned elegance that distinguishes the
Boscolo collection. Exedra Milan upraises
from a 1920’s bank, completely remodeled
by architect Italo Rota into a lighthouse in
the landscape of contemporary design. The
wondrous entrance with its bright glass windows and sparkling colours and the splendor of the harlequin sculptures, breaks the
monochromy of the contiguous buildings.
The collective spaces, embracing hall, reception and restaurant, are conceived as a one

open- plan area. The hotel boasts of two
sophisticated restaurants to sample innovative renditions of traditional Mediterranean
dishes, a fancy lounge bar and an exclusive
champagnerie where guests can taste fabulous cocktails and light meals. The 154 guest
rooms include 9 thematic suites, equipped
with top shelf entertainment amenities and
stylish furniture to provide the utmost comfort. The Luxury SPA is the ideal place to
spend moments of relax and beauty. Abandon yourself to the wellness treatments
or simply take advantage of the SPA for a
sauna, a steam bath or a swim in the pool.
A blend of feelings and sensations for an
unforgettable stay.
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Lac Salin Spa & Mountain Resort * * * * S
Livigno (Sondrio)
Discover a magic atmosphere in the mountains, where you can leave everything behind
to achieve strenght again. Be pampered by
this Hotel quiteness and silence – a SPA of
900 square metres where you may find our
wellness teacher to learn how to take care of
your inner self and a professional SPA Manager to organise your beauty treatments and
massages. The Resort has 65 warm, bright,
spacious and comfortable rooms. They are
fournished in a contemporary style, but always preserving the alpine tradition. All the
rooms enjoy a wonderful view on the valley
and have a 8-square metres balcony, tv, cable tv, frigobar, internet acces, independent
control of the temperature and safe. The

finely fournished bathrooms are spacious
and bright: they have bath-tub and shower
(except for the Superiors), bidet, WC, hairdryer. Soft bathrobes and a rich courtesy set
are always at guest’s disposal. Choose among
the three restaurant inside the hotel. Lac Salin Restaurant for a magnificient breakfast
buffet, the light lunches, the dinners with
an astonishing appetizers buffet, salads and
a tasty dessert selection. Stua da Legn, an
ambience characterized by our Alpine style
with delicacies of our valley and fresk products of our land. Milio Restaurant for a candelight dinner, with soft music and ideal for
romatic encounters. Moreover, the hotel offers a perfect solution for your meeting.
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Porro Pirelli * * * *
Varese
Surrounded by a shady 18th-century park,
the Boscolo Porro Pirelli luxury Hotel comes
slowly into view as you approach from an
avenue flanked by majestic pines. An historic
patrician villa that still exudes the splendour
of the 18th century, the 4 star hotel Porro
Pirelli is just a few kilometres from Varese,
Lake Maggiore and the Swiss border, and is
also within easy reach of the new Milan trade
fair facilities and Malpensa Airport. Hotel
Porro Pirelli has over sixty rooms from classic to the super suites for those who want
the ultimate in exclusivity. Rooms offer to its
guests 64 different experiences . Each room
is called with a name linked to a locality in
the area of Varese, and inside there are pic-

tures that explain that location. Regarding
the furniture, are all characterized by antique
pieces of furniture, made of wooden sculptures carved from Indonesia. The structure
has an exotic soul, you will find an extraordinary antique Oriental decor and Chinese
furniture. In addition, it offers 6 conference
rooms, 2 lecture halls and the Le Serre nel
Parco restaurant. The restaurant can hold
up to 160 people in the airy setting of the
villa’s old orangery. The hotel has a dedicated space consists of several rooms of all
sizes and some classrooms for teaching. All
equipped with modern technology. The participants will also benefit from a parking lot
assigned to them.
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Veneto

Dei Dogi hotel * * * * *
Venice
The Boscolo Hotel Dei Dogi is a 5 Star Luxury Hotel housed in the historic and prestigious Palazzo Rizzo Patarol, formerly the
French and Savoyan embassies. The luxury
hotel is the only one in Venice to vaunt a
vast internal garden evocatively overlooking
the lagoon, perfectly conserved in all its historical detail. The location of the Boscolo
Hotel Dei Dogi, close to the centre but removed from the most crowded streets, lends
a sense of peace to the city’s multifaceted
charm. Choose amonge the 72 bedrooms of
the hotel, from the classic and deluxe room
to the junior and presidential suite, all elegantly furnished. By hosting your meeting at
the luxury Hotel Dei Dogi, you automatical-

ly confer a certain importance upon it: this
building, once a national embassy, has seen
a lot of history, and many important figures
have met within these walls. When your
guests enter the impressive Foscarini Hall or
the Doge Orseolo Hall, each with a capacity
of about 100 people, it is as if the Hotel Dei
Dogi were speaking, through its luxury and
18th-century elegance, onyour behalf. You
will of course have at your disposal a videoprojector, flip chart, overhead projector,
amplification system and Internet access. At
the Boscolo Hotel Dei Dogi in Venice, the
intimate and exclusive wellness centre exalts
the ageless charm of the historical Palazzo
Rizzo Patarol.
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Bellini hotel * * * *
Venice
The Boscolo luxury Hotel Bellini is situated
in an elegant 18th-century patrician palace
in the Cannareggio quarter, transformed
into an hotel at the turn of the last century.
Inside, the luxurious splendour of the 18th
and 19th centuries lives on in the ancient
marbles and Murano glass chandeliers, all
set against rich period decor. Easy to reach
and overlooking the Grand Canal, the 4 star
Hotel Bellini is just a walking distance from
Saint Mark Square, the heart of the city, in
an area abounding in shops and restaurants.
The city stretches across 117 small islands in
the marshy Venetian Lagoon along the Adriatic Sea in northeast Italy. The saltwater lagoon stretches along the shoreline between

the mouths of the Po and the Piave Rivers.
Although it looks out upon one of Venice’s
central areas, the Bellini is a quiet and reserved 4-star hotel. A sweet awakening savoring breakfast in a dining room immersed
in the light profused by the decorated windows...And there’s no better place than the
lounge bar for taking a break to watch the
unique spectacle of Venetian life as it floats
by on the Grand Canal. Venice is the quintessential romantic city, and in every one of
the 105 rooms of the hotel you will find the
same romantic atmosphere. Superb Venetian style distinguishes the classic and deluxe
rooms, some of these latter with a view of
the Grand Canal.
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Concordia hotel * * * *
Venice
More than twenty rooms with windows or
terraces with breathtaking views of the spires
and mosaics of Saint Mark’s Square. They
are so close that you can almost touch them.
Choosing the Concordia hotel you can touch
the timeless appeal of the “Serenissima”.
But this is not the only thrill that you will experience staying in this 4 star hotel located in
the historic center, not too big in size but big
in quality and hotel tradition. The restaurant
with a view of San Marco offers its guests
a sense of complete hospitality and quality
whilst serving traditional dishes.The cosy
and suggestive décor, the peace and quiet of
a sound-proofed and air-conditioned building make the Hotel Concordia an elegant oa-

sis of rest and relaxation in the beating heart
of the ancient maritime republic. Inside the
hotel, the guest breathes in the atmosphere
of an age, distinguished by a subdued and
dignified elegance.Although the hotel has
just 50 guest rooms, we indeed employ a
staff of 43 professionals, supervised by the
owner who, with more than thirty years of
experience and a radiant smile, has turned
hospitality into a form of art. The reception
desk is situated on the first floor, a placement that avoids the inconveniences caused
by Venice’s seasonal (and characteristic)
flooding. The hearty breakfast buffet is always brimming with fresh fruits and vegetables and delectable Venetian baked goods.
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the islands of the south

Sardegna

Colonna Resort * * * * *
Porto Cervo - Arzachena (Olbia - Tempio)
The first time visitor of Colonna Resort,
which is about 2 Km from Marina of Porto Cervo, is struck by the orderliness, by the
streets, by the villas, the lawns, the rocks,
the perfume of the wild vegetation, by the
view of the entrance way of the old port
of Porto Cervo, that harbors, in the medium
and high season, the most beautiful and
exclusive boats in the world. It extends in an
area of about 60.000 m², near of the “Cala
Granu” beach. The Resort, in the heart of
Costa Smeralda, with its sober lines typical
of Mediterranean architectural style, it’s surrounded by a 50’000 m² park spotted with
strawberry trees, myrtle plants and junipers,
where the sea, the hills and the surrounding

green are the natural frame of this exclusive dwelling, dominated, often, by granite of
its confinement walls. All fuse in perfection,
in a scenery of rare beauty. The Resort includes 250 rooms, almost all of them with
balconies or terraces with sea view, with every comfort. Two restaurants and two bars;
open spaces for meeting or congress; Tennis
Club with numerous courts and a practice
field for Golf, in addition to boutiques, wellness centre, private garages, heliport. The
pools of sea water with solariums, waterfalls,
islands and hydro massage corners, are located on different levels and from the rooms
reach out to sea, often with extraordinary
waterfalls.
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Relais Colonna Porto Cervo * * * *
Porto Cervo Centro - Arzachena (Olbia - Tempio)
The Relais & Residence Colonna Porto
Cervo is located right in the center of Porto Cervo. A few meters from Piazzetta delle Chiacchiere, from Piazza del Cervo and
from La Passeggiata, where You can find
all the showcases of Cartier, Bulgari, Gucci, Missoni, Versace, Ferrè. Ideally suited to
combine a fashion vacation and relax both
for its central location and for its services.
It has 70 beds in total, distributed in units
Superior and Standard, all with bathroom,
sat-TV, many with patio or terrace, safe,
air conditioning and telephone. The decor
is inspired by great simplicity but exclusive
elegance and is characterized by the freshness and brightness of the Mediterranean,

details common to the comfort and style of
the rooms. Given its centrality to forget the
use if not for the car to reach the most famous beaches such as “Small” and “Great
Pevero”, “Cala Granu” , “Petra Manna”,
“Capriccioli” , “Romazzino” , “Prince” and
“Liscia Ruja”. Exclusive two infinity pools,
complete with a section devoted to children
and massage, face toward the center of Porto Cervo, with corners and spaces suitably
equipped. The Relais has a covered parking,
available for a fee, with direct access from
Fawn Street. A short distance there are public parking spaces. The shopping and entertainment are guaranteed the most exclusive
boutiques and the most famous nightclubs.
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Colonna Park Hotel * * * *
Porto Cervo Marina - Arzachena (Olbia - Tempio)
The Colonna Park Hotel is surrounded by a
park of 20,000 sq. mts. and located on a promontory near the Marina of Porto Cervo,
in the heart of Costa Smerlada. The vegetation and the particular position of the hotel
make it really look like a large villa with an
intimate and quiet atmosphere. The swimming pool, around which is the the whole
property, embellishes everything and due to
its elevated position allows to enjoy a unique view of the famous Stella Maris church,
the beautiful harbour below and the most
prestigious villas in the area. A few meters
from some shops, bars, restaurants and the
beach of Cala Granuis the ideal place for a
relaxing holiday! The hotel has 74 rooms. All

furnished with great originality and elegance. The various types of rooms, all with balcony, include superior rooms, delux rooms
and several suites(all with a large living room,
a large veranda. All room has following facilities: Air conditioning, direct dial phone,
hairdryer, cable satellite TV, stocked minibar, in-room safe box, balcony, WI-FI Internet connection, personal amenities. The
Colonna Park Hotel has a lot of facilities for
all, like 2 American bar, for special moment
of relax; Swimming pool, to have good time
swimming; Restaurant, with Italian and not
only cousin; Parking; Air conditioning in
rooms and common spaces; WI-FI Internet
connection; Concierge.
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Grand Hotel Smeraldo Beach * * * *
Baja Sardinia - Arzachena (Olbia - Tempio)
The Grand Hotel Smeraldo Beach is located exactly where nature has enjoyed creating a stage of rare beauty. The Grand Hotel
Smeraldo Beach is a beautiful property set
amongst lush green gardens wich surround
it and the granitic rocks of pastel pink color at its feet smoothed by wind and sea: a
beautiful scenary. Full of simple and elegant
furniture at the same time is a hotel on the
beach, with several pools, just few meters
away from the beach, and with a wonderful view over the archipelago of Maddalena
which you can see from the main terrace. Its
strong point is the location: right on the sea,
but also a short distance from the center of
Baja Sardinia, where you can find bars, bou-

tiques, nightclubs, restaurants, supermarket
and more than. The hotel has 162 standard
rooms, garden view, side sea view and sea
view. It has a typical Sardinian furnishings,
starting from furniture up to the drapery
designs, and entirely equipped with every
comfort. Choosing Grand Hotel Smeraldo,
you can breathe also the atmosphere of a
typical Sardinian village: Baja Sardinia, a seaside town that needs no presentation, as it
represents a natural extension to the north
of the Costa Smeralda; A village alive, full
of life, settlements and prestigious villas, restaurants, discos and boutiques surrounded
by unique nature…a romantic area, full of
unforgettable flavors and fragrances…
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Colonna Hotel San Marco * * * *
Porto Rotondo - Olbia (Olbia - Tempio)
Located about 20 km south of Porto Cervo
and the Costa Smeralda, Porto Rotondo is
one of the pearls of Sardinia being not only
a place of mundane but occasionally something more and better. The Colonna San
Marco Hotel faces exactly the main square
of Porto Rotondo, Piazzetta S. Marco, from
which it takes its name. Just few steps from
the beautiful marina where you can admire
some of the most exclusive yachts in the
Costa Smeralda this hotel, 4 star superior hotel, finds its main prerogative in the quality
of service and welcoming atmosphere that
characterized it. The hotel has 34 rooms, for
a total of 70 beds. Elegantly furnished and
extremely comfortable, they gives a feeling

of intimacy and familiarity, like the rest of
the property -due to the maximum number
of guests who can stay there. In all rooms
there are the following facilities: air conditioning, direct dial phone, hairdryer, cable
satellite TV, stocked minibar, in-room safe
box, balcony (not all rooms), personal amenities. The Hotel offers a Bar with an external area facing Piazzetta S. Marco; Swimming pool with whirlpool; Air conditioning;
Possibility to arrange transfers from/to the
airports; WI-FI Internet connection; Concierge; Laundry service; Luggage store. Distance are quite nothing, the Colonna San
Marco Hotel is about 500 mt far from beach
“Sporting”.
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Tartesh hotel * * * *
Guspini (Cagliari)
The luxury Hotel Tarthesh, priding itself
in the mythical folklore of its location. Nature is the main element surrounding the
Tarthesh, welcoming you with leisurely intimacy. Find the peace you are seeking, awaken your senses while mind body and soul
merge in perfect harmony at this hotel. Read
a book beneath the shade of an olive tree,
take an invigorating walk through our garden and pick you own fresh fruits. Practice
Yoga in the stillness of the surrounding garden, among orange, lemon trees and majestic
cypress, nothing better to relax mind, body
and soul. Enjoy a Thai massage or an Arjuvetic massage or the large outdoor Jacuzzi to
melts away tension in a serene environment.

Elegantly furnished in relaxing color palate,
the classic rooms offer our guests a combination of tradition innovation and comfort
all at once. The rooms are quaint and cozy,
each one unique in their own style. Fusing
style and the philosophy behind the Tareshotel’s magical characteristics. The family
rooms are situated on the ground floor and
allows direct access to the garden, or on the
first floor of the main building, with 2 bedrooms furnished with double or single beds.
The junior suites are characterized by a spacious living area opening directly into our
garden, if on the first floor a balcony which
flow into a large bedroom furnished with
double canopy bed or two single beds.
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Sicilia

Grand Hotel Atlantis Bay * * * * *
Taormina (Messina)
Grand Hotel Atlantis Bay, where all the colors of the Mediterranean await you, to be
enjoyed on the terraces by the sea – on one
of the most beautiful bays of the Mediterranean, Baia delle Sirene. With its private
beach and exclusive rooms, you will enjoy
an intimate and private atmosphere. From
the guest suites to the wellness center, to
the restaurant and the meeting rooms, everything works together to meet your desire
to stay in a place like Taormina Mare The
hotel offers six different rooms typologies:
double rooms with luxurious and sophisticated marble baths with elegant washstands,
parquet floors and private balcony or terrace
with a spectacular view of the bay. It has

junior, standard, superior and deluxe suites,
too. Moreover, the hotel offers to his guests
the presidential suite, with a spacious foyer,
a bar, dining room and living room, separate bedroom with one-way glass, round bed
with fine silk sheets, bathrooms with Jacuzzi,
top-quality personalized linens, terrace with
private swimming pool, lounge chair, table
and chairs and it is available private valet
service. There are also two meeting rooms
with a total of 300 seats.The most beautiful
thing about Atlantis Bay is that it resembles
a town built on cliffs spilling down to the
sea. It has beautiful terraces, the lowest three
at sea level, housing an open-air restaurant, a
swimming pool and a seaside pier.
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Mazzarò Sea Palace * * * * *
Taormina (Messina)
Mazzarò Sea Palace is located on one of the
most beautiful bays in the Mediterranean.The
hotel has 88 rooms, including bridal suites,
junior suites and suites with a private pool
on the terrace. The bedrooms are luxurious
and sophisticated and elegantly furnished in
bright colours. Each bedroom has a private
terrace with a view of the sea. The hotel creates an exclusive environment for your conferences and meetings. Here you will find a
150-seat meeting room with up-to-date multimedia equipment, in addition to, above all,
the “customization” of your meeting and
entertainment needs. Mazzarò Sea Palace
is the perfect place to share work and feelings, thanks also for the several services that

it offers to his guests, such us: multilingual
staff, 24-hour safe deposit, transportation to
and from the airport by limousine, laundry
service, private beach with bar service, pool,
the just recently opened wellness centre,
to the restaurant and a fully equipped fitness centre. The dishes offered by the chefs
at Mazzarò Sea Palace to our guests are a
marriage of careful research and creativity
– finding the perfect balance between tradition and innovation. If you want to experience all the Grand Hotel has to offer, you
will explore its common areas: lounges, lobbies, and terraces. The bar is one of the cozy
places where you can have a good time with
your friends.
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Therasia Resort * * * * *
Vulcano (Eolie Islands)
Therasia Resort is a charming resort situated
on the island of Vulcano, one of the seven
Aeolian Islands, at approximately 1 km from
the beach and centre of Vulcano, easily accessible by the hotel courtesy coach. The
hotel’s stunning location boasts views over
the entire Aeolian Islands; Lipari, the largest
of the islands (located at just five minutes
by hydrofoil from the hotel) with its majestic Faraglioni, and the islands of Salina,
Stromboli, Panarea, Alicudi and Filicudi, all
within easy access by hydrofoil. The resort
offers several bedrooms typologies: classic,
superior, comfort, de luxe, junior suite, master and suite with Jacuzzi on the terrace. All
bedrooms have satellite TV, air conditioning

with individual control, minibar, telephone
and safe. All bedrooms have balcony or terrace overlooking one of the most beautiful
views in Sicily. The two restaurants satisfy
the tastes and discerning palates. The Arcipelago, an elegant and refined restaurant
where you can taste the Sicilian gastronomic
tradition. The Cappero, an informal restaurant, to meet the tastes of those who love a
light dinner without, however, to renounce
the pleasures of the palate. The resort offers
a private beach, to assure to its guests an exclusive stay. Renewal, regeneration and emotion are the objectives of Therasia Wellness
Centre, which aims to restore health and balance of its guests’ mind and spirit.
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NH Donnafugata Golf Resort & Spa * * * * *
Contrada Piombo (Ragusa)
Donnafugata Golf Resort & Spa, a 5- star
hotel located in the estate of Donnafugata,
in an excellent location just 17 miles from
Pio La Torre Comiso airport and 1 hour
from’ International airport of Catania. Several nearby towns have been declared patrimony of ‘UNESCO and preserve the Sicilian Baroque style. This hotel is a model
of historic preservation by keeping intact
the original details of the recent restructuring and fitted with new services. The hotel
has three restaurants, “The Carob”, “Il Fico
d’India” and the “Golf House”. It has also
two championship golf courses, one inside
the park designed by Gary Player and one 18hole course by Franco Piras. The Hotel will

be closed 9 to 21 January 2011. The Rooms
have air conditioning, alarm clock, work
desk, direct telephone number, TV SAT,
fire alarm, hairdryer, mini bar, safe, single
beds, wake up service, meals included : full
American breakfast, choice of pillows, balcony or terrace, WI-FI internet connection.
Bar, restaurant, breakfast buffet, Lounge/
bar, indoor and outdoor swimming pool,
baby sitting, parking, laundry, dry cleaning,
fax service, computer rental, meeting rooms,
station cleaning shoes, baggage, reception
24/24, air conditioning, lift, room service,
safe, wake up service, direct dial telephone
line, WI-FI internet connection in common
areas, disabled access, Spa, Fitness Center.
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Legal Notes
The present catalogue has been entirely
draft by the staff of Master Group S.r.l.
and so it is forbidden the copy of texts,
documents, images and the graphic work
inside included. The images referring to
the hotels herewith have been granted
by the same with authorization to the undersigned publication. All the other images are protected by the copyright and
have been regularly buyed.
Thanks
It thanks all the structures that have
agreed to our project and that granting
their confidence and attending to this
publishing work have stimulated us to
give the most of ourselves.
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